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On Simple Oversampled A/D Conversion inL2(IR)
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Abstract—Accuracy of oversampled analog-to-digital (A/D)
conversion, the dependence of accuracy on the sampling interval

and on the bit rate are characteristics fundamental to A/D
conversion but not completely understood. These characteristics
are studied in this paper for oversampled A/D conversion of
band-limited signals in 2( ). We show that the digital sequence
obtained in the process of oversampled A/D conversion describes
the corresponding analog signal with an error which tends to
zero as 2 in energy, provided that the quantization threshold
crossings of the signal constitute a sequence of stable sampling in
the respective space of band-limited functions. Further, we show
that the sequence of quantized samples can be represented in
a manner which requires only a logarithmic increase in the bit
rate with the sampling frequency, = ( log ), and hence
that the error of oversampled A/D conversion actually exhibits an
exponential decay in the bit rate as the sampling interval tends to
zero.

Index Terms—Accuracy, analog-to-digital (A/D), conversion,
oversampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

A NALOG-TO-DIGITAL (A/D) conversion involves dis-
cretization of an analog continuous-time signal in both

time and amplitude. In simple A/D conversion, the signal is
first discretized in time using regular sampling with an interval

, followed by uniform scalar quantization with a step(see
Fig. 1). Conversion accuracy and its dependence on the bit
rate are characteristics fundamental to A/D conversion but not
completely understood.

If the input signal is -band-limited, and the sampling in-
terval is shorter than the Nyquist sampling interval, ,
the discretization in time is reversible, however, the amplitude
discretization introduces an irreversible loss of information. To
quote Gray, “Deceptively simple in its description and construc-
tion, the uniform quantizer has proved to be surprisingly diffi-
cult to analyze” [1]. The usual approach to studying the accuracy
of oversampled A/D conversion is to model the quantization
error as an uncorrelated, uniformly distributed additive noise,
independent of the input, and to assume linear reconstruction
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that amounts to low-pass filtering of the sequence of quantized
samples with the cutoff frequency equal to the signal bandwidth.
In the 1940s, Bennett proved that the additive-noise model pro-
vides a good approximation for the quantization error under
conditions such as a small quantization step size and a large
number of quantization levels so that the quantizer does not
overload [2]. Using the additive-noise model, one can show that
the average power of the error between a band-limited signal
and the signal which is obtained by applying the low-pass fil-
tering to the sequence of quantized samples ofis given by

(1)

This result suggests that the conversion accuracy can be
improved by improving the resolution of the discretization in
either time or amplitude. Due to the costs involved in building
high-resolution quantizers, high accuracy of modern techniques
for A/D conversion is achieved through oversampling. Formula
(1) is, however, misleading as to the actual accuracy of over-
sampled A/D conversion. This comes about partly because the
additive-noise model has a very limited scope and is hard to
justify asymptotically, when, due to fine sampling, correlations
between the error samples become more pronounced. An exact
analysis of quantization error by Clavier, Panter, and Grieg
[3], [4], for signals which are superpositions of two sinusoids,
demonstrated the nonwhite nature of the quantization error.
It has also been experimentally verified that the quantization
error, when measured for linear reconstruction, does not tend
to zero along with in the manner described by (1), but rather
reaches a nonzero floor level for some finite. Moreover, the
deterministic analysis of oversampled A/D conversion in [5]
revealed that, in the case of signals which are superpositions
of finitely many harmonic sinusoids, the digital sequence
generated in the process of oversampled A/D conversion
allows for reconstruction of the corresponding analog signal
within an error which can be bounded in average power by a

expression, provided that the signal has sufficiently many
quantization threshold crossings.

The purpose of this paper is to elucidate information-theoretic
properties of simple oversampled A/D conversion for a very
broad realistic class of signals, such as band-limited signals in

. We provide an exact deterministic analysis of oversam-
pled A/D conversion, based on results of nonharmonic Fourier
analysis, and we focus on the information content of the bit
stream generated in the conversion process. Our deterministic
analysis demonstrates that if the quantization threshold cross-
ings of a band-limited signal form asequence of stable sampling
[6] in the considered space of square-integrable band-limited
functions, then the error incurred in the process of oversampled
A/D conversion of this signal converges to zero asin energy.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of simple oversampled A/D conversion followed by classical reconstruction. The input�-band-limited signalf is first sampled with an
interval� , smaller than the Nyquist sampling interval� = 1. The sequence of samplesf is then discretized in amplitude by applying uniform quantization
with a stepq. Classical reconstruction amounts to linear interpolation between samples of the quantized sequencef usingsinc (x) = sin (�x)=�x interpolating
functions.

Among the signals whose quantization threshold crossings do
not form a sequence of stable sampling, there exist examples
of signals for which the accuracy of oversampled A/D conver-
sion does not change astends to zero; but it is still not clear
whether this is true for every signal of this kind. However, we
demonstrate that the signals for which the conversion ac-
curacy holds constitute a rich class of band-limited functions;
moreover, we propose a dithering scheme which ensuresac-
curacy on a very broad class of band-limited square-integrable
functions.

We also reconsider rate-distortion properties of oversampled
A/D conversion. It is commonly believed that even though over-
sampling improves conversion accuracy, it has an adverse im-
pact on overall rate-distortion properties of the conversion due
to the high rate of increase in the bit rate with oversampling.
Specifically, unless some efficient entropy coding is used which
exploits correlations between quantized samples, the bit rate of
oversampled A/D conversion increases inversely to the sam-
pling interval, and that results in error-rate characteristics having
an inverse polynomial decay. The quantized samples of a band-
limited signal, however, can be represented through informa-
tion about the corresponding sequence of quantization threshold
crossings. With a representation of this kind, the bit rate of over-
sampled A/D conversion increases only as a logarithm of the
sampling interval [7], which in turn results in exponentially de-
caying error-rate characteristics. For completeness of our treat-
ment of oversampled A/D conversion, we review these results
in the final section of this paper.

II. DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS OF OVERSAMPLED A/D
CONVERSION IN

The signal space which we consider is the space of square-
integrable -band-limited functions. We denote this space1 by

for

Simple A/D conversion in is the superposition of a sampling
operator and a uniform scalar quantizer .

Definition 1: The uniform scalar quantizer with a quan-
tization step is the mapping

The points of discontinuities of the function are said to
be quantization thresholds of the quantizer.

1We use f̂(!) to denote the Fourier transform off , f̂(!) =
f(t)e dt:

Definition 2: The sampling operator is the mapping

Definition 3: The A/D converter is the superposition
of the sampling operator and the uniform scalar quantizer

, .2

The digital version of a signal in is tradition-
ally viewed as a representation which gives information about
the samples of at points with uncertainty in am-
plitude. Our analysis of oversampled A/D conversion treats the
digital sequence as a representation which carries information
about the instants of quantization threshold crossings ofwith
time uncertainty equal to.

Definition 4: A function in is said to have a quantiza-
tion threshold crossing at a pointrelative to a quantizer if

.

The time instants of quantization threshold crossings of
are indicated by the data changes in the sequence. A data
change of the form indicates that there
exists a point on the interval where goes
through the quantization threshold which is between
and .3 The amplitude of at is thus known with
infinite precision, , whereas

is known with uncertainty . An alternative way to view this
data change is to consider that it gives the value ofat
with an error proportional to the size of the sampling interval.
In particular, one obtains

where

and is a point on the interval . As the sampling
interval tends to zero, the time instants of quantization threshold
crossings are given with progressively better precision; and
at the limit, when , the information retained in the
conversion process consists of signal samples at its quantiza-
tion threshold crossings. Whether this information uniquely
describes the input signal and what is the accuracy with
which is described by the corresponding digital sequence

2Note that the operatorsSSS andQQQ commute. For convenience, we define
CCC asCCC = SSS QQQ rather thanCCC = QQQ SSS , which corresponds to real
implementation.

3We assume that� is small enough thatf cannot go through two different
thresholds on an interval of length� .
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for some finite depends on the sampling properties of the
sequence of quantization threshold crossings ofin .

In the following section we show that if the sequence of
quantization threshold crossings of is uniformly discrete4

and forms a sequence of stable sampling in[6], then for
a small enough sampling interval and any which in the
conversion produces the same digital sequence asthe energy
of the difference between and can be bounded as

(2)

where does not depend on. The notion of sequence of stable
sampling was introduced by Landau in his work on irregular
sampling of band-limited functions [6].

Definition 5: A sequence of real numbers is said
to be a sequence of stable sampling in if there exist two
constants, and , such that for any in the
following holds:

(3)

If is a sequence of stable sampling in, not only
is every in uniquely specified by its samples at ,
but also, any two signals in which are close at these points,
are close everywhere; in particular

(4)

It is thus this stability property which makes the conversion error
convergeto zero at the rate when the quantization threshold
crossings of form a uniformly discrete sequence of stable sam-
pling. The uniform discreteness property is needed to have all
the quantization threshold crossings revealed for small enough

. If the sequence of quantization threshold crossings is not
uniformly discrete, then for no finite will all the crossings
be revealed; the conversion accuracy then depends on the sam-
pling properties of the subset of quantization threshold crossings
which is detected for a given finite.

What can we say about the conversion accuracy for signals
whose quantization threshold crossings do not form a sequence
of stable sampling? If quantization threshold crossings of
form a sequence of uniqueness [6] but not a sequence of stable
sampling, then in the limit, when , is uniquely specified
by its quantization threshold crossings. In general, however,
we cannot claim a specific conversion accuracy for any finite
sampling interval . This is because when is not a
sequence of stable sampling even though it might be a sequence
of uniqueness, for any positive constantthere exists a signal

in such that

while (5)

4A sequence(� ) is said to be uniformly discrete ifinf j� �
� j > 0.

When the sequence of quantization threshold crossings of,
, fails to be even a sequence of uniqueness in, then

there exists a space of signalssuch that for all
; but the difference betweenand can be arbitrarily large

elsewhere. It is not clear whether forevery whose quantization
threshold crossings do not form a sequence of uniqueness we
can find a signal different from , i.e.,

(6)

and such that for all ; but there do exist sig-
nals for which this holds. A trivial example is given by the pos-
itive band-limited signals with amplitudes below, which all
give the same sequence of quantized samples for all; however,
their amplitudes can differ up to, and the total energy of their
differences can be arbitrarily large. Investigating every possible
scenario which results in inferior conversion accuracy can be
exceedingly laborious and not relevant in practice. Instead, in
Section IV, we discuss simple dithering techniques, which can
be used with very general sets of signals in, to enforce a
sufficiently dense sequence of quantization threshold crossings,
thus to ensure conversion accuracy.

III. T HE CONVERSIONACCURACY

As a measure of conversion accuracy, we consider the energy
of the difference between two signals which are mapped to the
same digital sequence by the conversion operator. Two sig-
nals which have this property are said to beconsistent estimates
of each other [5].

Definition 6: A signal is said to be a consistent estimate of
a signal in with respect to the converter if is in
and .

For signals which have quantization threshold crossings
which form a sequence of stable sampling in, the following
result holds concerning conversion accuracy.

Theorem 1: Let the sequence of quantization threshold
crossings of a signal in , relative to a quantizer , be a
uniformly discrete sequence of stable sampling in. There
exists a such that for any and any consistent
estimate of with respect to

(7)

where is a constant which depends on the distribution of
quantization threshold crossings ofbut does not depend on

or .
Proof: Let be the sequence of quantization

threshold crossings of, and and the two
constants, such that

(8)

for all in . Assume that is small enough
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Fig. 2. Quantization threshold crossings of an analog signalf and its consistent estimate~f . If f goes through a certain quantization threshold at a pointx , then
~f has to cross the same threshold at a pointy in the same sampling interval. The error amplitude at the pointx is equal toj ~f(x )�f(x )j = j ~f(y )� ~f(x )j.

that no two quantization threshold crossings ofoccur in the
same sampling interval. Then, for every quantization threshold
crossing of there exists a corresponding crossing of
through the same quantization threshold at some pointin
the same sampling interval. For each such pair of quantization
threshold crossings we, therefore, find that and

. Hence, the amplitude of the error signal
at is equal to the increment of on the interval between
and (see Fig. 2)

(9)

It follows that at each quantization threshold crossing, the
amplitude of the error signal can be bounded as

(10)

where is a point in the interval between and . The en-
ergy of the error signal, therefore, satisfies the following upper
bound:

(11)

Since is a sequence of stable sampling in, with
bounds and , there exists a such that any sequence

which satisfies for all is itself a
sequence of stable sampling in; moreover

for all in (see Lemma 1 in Appendix A). Since
for all , for we find that

(12)

This inequality in turn gives

(13)

It remains to find a bound on the energy of. Since
, according to Lemma 1 in Appendix A, the following

holds:

(14)

From this last inequality and the error bound in (13), we obtain
that for any consistent estimateof for

the error energy satisfies

(15)

This proves the theorem.

Remarks:
1) Note that to prove the upper error bound of Theorem

1, in addition to having the sequence of quantization
threshold crossings constitute a sequence of stable
sampling in , it is essential to have the error at the
quantization threshold crossings ofbe bounded as

where is a square-summable sequence (see (10)).

2) Theorem 1 implies that the pointwise error power be-
tween and any consistent estimateof satisfies

(16)

where is as in the statement of the theorem. The dis-
crepancy between this result and the traditional result

is due to the suboptimality of the linear reconstruction
to which the traditional result pertains. That is, the linear
reconstruction based on low-pass filtering does not nec-
essarily give a consistent estimate of the original; there-
fore, it does not fully utilize the information contained
in the digital representation. This scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The suboptimality of the linear reconstruction
was first observed by Thao and Vetterli in the context
of oversampled A/D conversion of periodic band-lim-
ited signals [5]. Algorithms for consistent reconstruction,
based on alternating projections onto convex sets, were
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Fig. 3. Inconsistent reconstruction with linear interpolation. When the
sampling interval� is smaller than the Nyquist interval, the range of the
sampling operatorSSS ,R(SSS ), forms a linear subspace of` ( ). The uniform
scalar quantizerQQQ maps the sequence of samplesf of f in V to a pointccc
in the corresponding quantization cellC . The linear interpolation between the
quantized samplesccc = f gives a signal~f , whose sampled version~f is the
orthogonal projection ofccc ontoR(SSS ). However,~f andf need not be in the
same quantization cell, and, therefore,~f need not be a consistent estimate of
f , as illustrated in this figure.

studied in [5] and [9] for the case of periodic band-limited
signals. Theoretically, these algorithms can be extended
to band-limited signals in ; however, these algo-
rithms would not be practical since they require dealing
with ideal low-pass filters that are noncausal and not com-
pactly supported in time. Algorithms for local reconstruc-
tion with accuracy are currently being investigated.

IV. SAMPLING PROPERTIES OFSEQUENCES OFQUANTIZATION

THRESHOLDCROSSINGS

For a given A/D converter, there exist signals which have
quantization threshold crossings that constitute a sequence of
stable sampling in as well as signals which do not have this
property. Precise description of these two classes of signals is a
question which we cannot answer in a clear and concise manner.
The major problem involved is giving a precise characteriza-
tion of sequences of stable sampling in that have uniform
density equal to . In this section, we review some relevant re-
sults of nonharmonic Fourier analysis to provide intuition about
classes of signals which exhibit theerror behavior, and also to
suggest modulation schemes which would ensure theconver-
sion accuracy for a broad class of band-limited signals. We shall
use results on stable sampling which are formulated in terms of
frame properties of corresponding systems of complex exponen-
tials.

Definition 7 [8]: A system of complex exponentials
is said to be aframe in if there exist

two constants and such that for any in
the following holds:

(17)

.
Note that a sequence of real numbers is a sequence

of stable sampling in if and only if the corresponding system

of complex exponentials, , is a frame in .
Analogously, is a sequence of uniqueness in if and
only if is complete in .

Any sequence of stable sampling is a finite union of uniformly
discrete sequences with high enough densities. Recall that a se-
quence of real numbers is said to be uniformly discrete
if

A quantitative characterization of the sequence density needed
for stable sampling in can be given based on the notion of
lower uniform density. The lower uniform density for a uni-
formly discrete sequence is defined as [10]

(18)

where denotes the smallest number of points of the
sequence on an interval of length. We say that a sequence

is relatively uniformly discreteif it can be expressed
as a finite union of uniformly discrete sets. The lower uniform
density of a relatively uniformly discrete sequence is
defined as

(19)

where the supremum is taken over the uniformly discrete sub-
sequences of , . The fol-
lowing theorem of Jaffard [11] relates sampling properties of a
sequence of real number to its density characteristics.

Theorem 2[11]: For a system to be a frame in
, it is necessary that be relatively uniformly

discrete and , and it is sufficient that
be relatively uniformly discrete and .

What are the implications of Jaffard’s theorem for the accu-
racy of oversampled A/D conversion? We restrict ourselves to
signals which have quantization threshold crossings that form
relatively uniformly discrete sequences, since signals which are
not in this class oscillate increasingly rapidly around zero as
time tends to infinity, and are of minor practical interest. First
we show that the lower uniform density of a sequence of quan-
tization threshold crossings which corresponds to a signal in
cannot be larger than one.

Theorem 3: Let quantization threshold crossings of anin
with respect to a quantizer form a relatively uniformly

discrete sequence . If the uniform density of
is greater than, , then is the zero function.

To prove this theorem, we note that sinceis square inte-
grable, its quantization threshold crossings are eventually all
zero crossings. That is, there exists a such that
for all quantization threshold crossings which are outside
the interval . Since is relatively uniformly
discrete, it remains relatively uniformly discrete with the same
lower uniform density after a finite number of points is removed.
Considering that all except finitely many quantization threshold
crossings are zero crossings, it follows from Theorem 2 that
if forms a relatively uniformly discrete set, its lower
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uniform density cannot be greater than, except when is the
zero function.

Corollary 1: If the sequence of quantization threshold cross-
ings of a signal in forms a sequence of stable
sampling, then must be relatively uniformly discrete
with a lower uniform density equal to.

However, no sufficient and necessary condition is known
under which a relatively uniformly discrete sequence with
a lower uniform density equal to is a sequence of stable
sampling in ; this represents the main difficulty in precisely
characterizing the set of signals which satisfy the postulate of
Theorem 1. Below, employing a sufficient condition by Av-
donin [12], we demonstrate that the signals for which Theorem
1 holds constitute a rich set of functions.

Theorem 4 [12]: Let , and suppose that the
sequence is uniformly discrete. If there exists a positive
integer and a positive number such that

for all integers , then the system is a Riesz basis
in .

Corollary 2: Assume that zero crossings of a functionin
form a uniformly discrete sequence, and suppose that there

exist positive numbers and such that has a zero
crossing in every interval , where is an integer
and . Then, given a quantizer , there exists an

such that for any quantization threshold
crossings of the function form a uniformly discrete sequence
of stable sampling in .

This corollary follows from the fact that, given anwhich
satisfies the assumption of the corollary, there exists a scaling
factor such that the scaled signal has at least
quantization threshold crossings different from zero. Hence, for
any , there exists a subsequence of quantization
threshold crossings of which satisfies the condition of Av-
donin’s theorem, and, therefore, constitutes a uniformly discrete
sequence of stable sampling in. A class of signals which sat-
isfy the assumption of Corollary 2 can be described using the
following theorem.

Theorem 5 [14]: If the Fourier transform of a signal
in has bounded derivatives of order up tofor every ,
then has the following expansion astends to infinity:

where and5

5We refer to the left derivatives at�.

The implication of Theorem 5 is that if the Fourier transform
of has bounded derivatives of order up tofor every
, and for some then behaves asymp-

totically as

where is the smallest, , such that . Zero
crossings of , therefore, satisfy the assumption of Corollary 2
and, for a large enough scaling factor, zero crossings of
form a uniformly discrete sequence of stable sampling in.
This argument proves the following theorem.

Theorem 6: Let be a function in . Assume that the
Fourier transform of has bounded derivatives of order
up to , , for all , and that
for an . Then, given a quantizer , there exists a
positive number such that for any
the quantization threshold crossings of form a uniformly
discrete sequence of stable sampling in.

Theorem 6 describes only a subset of band-limited signals
which exhibit the error behavior in oversampled A/D con-
version, namely, only those satisfying the sufficient condition
given by Avdonin’s theorem. Another way to characterize sig-
nals for which Theorem 1 holds is to consider signalsgiven
by

for all sequences which satisfy Avdonin’s theorem, but
these considerations exceed the scope of this paper. The purpose
of this discussion is merely to demonstrate that signals for which
Theorem 1 holds do not belong to some very restricted set but
rather constitute a rich class of band-limited square-integrable
functions. We now focus on techniques which can be used to
ensure the conversion accuracy on a broader class of signals.

There are two modulation techniques, commonly used in the
practice of A/D conversion, that can be used to enforce the de-
sired distribution of quantization threshold crossings on a very
broad class of signals in . One technique is the so-calledor-
dered dither, and the other technique relies on signal adaptive
amplification [15]. The latter technique consists of estimating
signal energy on given time intervals and then amplifying the
portions of the signal which have low energy content. In effect,
this approach is equivalent to employing a uniform quantizer
with a quantization step which is not a constant but rather a
piecewise-constant function that decays following the decay of
the input signal. In Appendix B, we give an alternative, intu-
itive proof of Theorem 1 for the case of A/D conversion with
time-adaptive uniform quantization.

The ordered dither approach consists in introducing a pertur-
bation, and we consider one possible deterministic dither in the
form of a linear combination of functions.

Theorem 7: If the Fourier transform of a signal in has
bounded variation, then given a quantizer there exist a posi-
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tive number and a positive integer such that the quantiza-
tion threshold crossings of the dithered signal , where

(20)

form a uniformly discrete sequence of stable sampling infor
all and .

To show that the dither of Theorem 7 would enforce a pat-
tern of quantization threshold crossings that form a sequence of
stable sampling, we note that if the Fourier transform of a func-
tion in is of bounded variation, then decays as as

tends to infinity. That is, there exist a and a
such that for all , [14]. It follows then
that there exists a dither function of the form (20) and a positive
number such that for all , , the following holds:
i)

ii)

for all

It follows further that the dithered function has one
zero crossing in intervals for all integer

. For large enough, the dithered signal also has
sufficiently many, i.e., , quantization threshold crossings
in the interval . Hence, quantization
threshold crossings of the dithered signal form a uniformly dis-
crete sequence, a subset of which satisfies Avdonin’s theorem.
The oversampled A/D conversion applied to the dithered signal
produces, therefore, a digital sequence which describeswith
the accuracy.

Remarks:
1) The dither function in (20) can be defined with either

or , but having both parameters be vari-
able makes it possible to tailor the dither signal better
according to different classes of signals, so that desir-
able patterns of quantization threshold crossings can be
attained using dither with smaller amplitude.

2) Note that for all in with amplitude less than some
, the zero crossings of the dithered signal

form a uniformly discrete sequence of
stable sampling in . This kind of dither was previ-
ously used by Logan [13] in his work on reconstruction of
band-limited signals from their zero crossings. However,
to establish the bound on the energy of the conversion
error, it is essential that all signals involved have bounded
energy; and for that reason in Theorem 7 we propose a
square-integrable dither in the form of a linear combina-
tion of functions.

V. EFFICIENT LOSSLESSCODING

The idea of efficient lossless encoding of digital sequences
generated in the process of oversampled A/D conversion origi-
nates in the observation that it is the information about positions

of quantization threshold crossings of the input signal that is
successively refined as the sampling interval tends toward zero;
and that representing that information directly provides an ef-
ficient way to encode the sequence of quantized samples [7].
To demonstrate this, consider quantization threshold crossings
of an input signal grouped on consecutive time intervals of a
given length . If for a given sampling interval at most
bits are needed to represent the information about the locations
and values of the quantization threshold crossings on an interval
of length , then as the sampling interval tends toward zero, the
required bit rate can be bounded as

(21)

The bit rate thus increases only as a logarithm of the sampling
interval. Note that if the quantized sample values are themselves
encoded, the bit rate increases inversely to the sampling in-
terval, . The implication of the bit-rate bound in
(21) together with the error bound in (7) is that in oversampled
A/D conversion with the quantization threshold crossings-based
coding, the error is an exponentially decaying function of the bit
rate

(22)

To assess parameters of this error-rate characteristic, let us
consider details of a specific encoding scheme. Specifying the
position of a quantization threshold crossing with resolution
on an interval of length requires at most bits.
The level of the quantization threshold can be represented with
respect to the level of the preceding threshold crossing. For this
information, one additional bit is needed to denote the direc-
tion of the crossing. We assume thatis small enough so that

cannot go through more than one quantization threshold on
a time interval of length . Hence, specifying the information
about quantization threshold crossings ofon an interval where

of them occur requires at most bits.
The constant represents the number of bits used to specify
the level of the first crossing on the interval. The bit rate can
thus be bounded as

(23)

where denotes the maximal number of the crossings of
on an interval of length . Based on this it can be shown that
the constants and in (22) are given as and

, where is the signal-dependent con-
stant which appears in (7).

In order to estimate the exponent, we consider the two types
of quantization threshold crossings, denoting them as-cross-
ings and -crossings. A quantization threshold crossing is said
to be a -crossing if it is preceded by a crossing of a different
quantization threshold, and an-crossing if it is preceded by a
crossing of the same threshold. The total number of quantiza-
tion threshold crossings of a-band-limited signal on an in-
terval is the sum of these two types of crossings. The count
of -crossings, , depends on the slope of as well as on
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the quantization step size. The slope of can be bounded as
, which gives

(24)

As for the count of -crossings, , from the considerations in
the previous section we conclude that for signals infor which
the error bound holds

(25)

Hence, the exponent in (22) has the form
where and the order of magnitude of

is . However, considering that there is only a finite
number of -crossings, for large we obtain that , and,
therefore, .

Recall that the average error power of A/D conversion with
a fixed sampling interval and quantization refinement behaves
as , and observe that we approach this
error-rate characteristic also in the case of oversampled A/D
conversion and quantization threshold crossings-based coding.

VI. CONCLUSION

Let us summarize results about the dependence of accuracy
of oversampled A/D conversion on the sampling interval size
and on the bit rate. Recall that the accuracy of the linear
reconstruction is characterized by average error power and
that in a certain range of conversion parameters [2] it is
given by . On the other hand, results on
accuracy, assuming consistent estimation, are obtained using
deterministic analysis, which asserts that the error energy
behaves as . Results concerning the dependence of
the bit rate on the sampling interval size are established without
reference to a particular kind of reconstruction. Thus, without
any entropy coding, the bit-rate oversampled A/D conversion
is , and with the quantization threshold cross-
ings-based coding the bit rate becomes . The
overall error-rate characteristic of oversampled A/D conversion
with the quantization threshold crossings-based coding thus
exhibits an exponential decay , where is close
to .

APPENDIX A

Estimates of bounds on the quantization error are derived
using the following two lemmas, which are adapted from [8].

Lemma 1 [8]: Let be a frame in ,
with bounds and , and a positive number.
If a sequence satisfies for all , then
for every in

(26)
where

(27)

Remark: If in the statement of Lemma 1 is chosen small
enough, so that , then is also a frame in

. Moreover, there exists a , such that when-
ever , is a frame with frame bounds
and .

Lemma 2 [8]: Let be a frame in . If
is a positive number and is a sequence satisfying

for all , then there exists a numberwhich
depends on and such that

(28)

for every function in .

APPENDIX B

Assume that the quantization stepchanges following the
decay of . Let and be the lower and the upper bound, re-
spectively, of the frame of complex exponentials ,
where is the sequence of quantization threshold cross-
ings of , and let be a consistent estimate of. Following the
discussion in the proof of Theorem 1 (see (11)), the error norm
can be bounded as

(29)

Since is smaller then the Nyquist sampling interval,
for all . According to Lemma 2, there exists a

number such that for all sampling intervals

(30)

which implies the following error bound:

(31)

Being a consistent estimate of, cannot differ from by
more than at time instants . By considering samples of

at these points, the energy ofcan be bounded as follows:

where

When tends toward zero, the sum converges to the in-
tegral

(32)
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which has to be finite since and is square-
integrable. Therefore, there exists aand an such that

for all , which finally gives the error bound

(33)
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